
MOBILITY AIDS

NAVIGATORTM

SHOCK-ABSORBING CRUTCHES

NAVIGATOR CRUTCHES

MODEL # ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT USER HEIGHT

KNY-N 38.25" to 46.25"  Youth 4'6" to 5'3"

KNA-N 45.25" to 43.25"  Adult 5'3" to 5'10"

KNT-N 52.25" to 60.25"  Tall 5'10" to 6'5"

KNX-N 59.25" to 67.25"   X-Tall 6'5" to 7'0"

ACCESSORIES

MODEL # DESCRIPTION

10201 Silencer Bolt (each)

UAC-N Underarm Covers (pair)

10194 Replacement Hand Assembly (each)

10180 Replacement Underarm Unit (each)

PRODUCT FEATURES
—Solid core polymer shock system reduces stress on the  
 back, shoulders, wrists, and elbows
—Absorbs the energy and shock that the joints normally  
 would
—Helps prevent damage to the body from constant   
 impact and jarring during ambulation
—Comes standard with pivoting Aventure™ pivoting tips
—Comes standard with underarm covers
—Has a micro-adjustable handle for unlimited hand   
 placement
—Favorite of athletes and long-term users
—Sold in pairs
—Crutch weight is approximately 5 lbs each
—Crutches and parts are latex free

ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT
Adjusts in 1" increments
Circle clip design for easy height adjustments

PIVOTING AVENTURE TIP
Flexes 30° for increased surface contact
Designed to prevent slips and falls
Latex-free construction

SHOCK ABSORBER
Solid core polymer shock system
Compresses from 1/2 to 3/4 inches

AVENTURETM PIVOTING TIPS
PRODUCT FEATURES
—Designed to improve safety and mobility on   
 uneven and slick surfaces
—Completely latex-free and longer lasting than   
 traditional tips on the market
—These tips flex up to 30° for increased surface  
 contact
—Two sizes available: 
 AT1-N tips fit the Navigator crutches
 AT3-N tips fit the Quest canes
—Non-marking bottom 
—Sold only in pairs

MODEL NUMBER COLOR FITS POLE
DIAMETER

DIAMETER OF
TIP BASE

TIP HEIGHT TIP WEIGHT

AT1-N Black 3/4" - 7/8" 2" 3" 4 oz

AT3-N Black 1/2" - 5/8" 1.5" 2" 1.6 oz

CONTOURED UNDERARM SUPPORT
Designed to increase blood circulation
Reduces numbness and risk to nervous system
Designed to prevent osteoarthritis in shoulder

MICRO-ADJUSTABLE HANDLE
Quick-release lever for easy adjustment
3600 rotation with unlimited vertical adjustment
Ergonomically designed off-set hand grip to 
 prevent wrist strain
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